Trusted Verification.

the VALIDATOR®
Keeping nuclear gauges in spec since 1997.

InstroTek Inc.
innovators in instrumentation technology
Verify it first with

The InstroTek ValiDator is a patented and NIST traceable independent reference that can verify your nuclear gauge at each measurement depth. Others have tried but InstroTek is the only company with the know how and the technology to develop this device. Ask our hundreds of satisfied customers about ValiDator’s performance on CPN, InstroTek, Humboldt and Troxler gauges.

✓ PORTABLE for use in the lab or in the field
✓ Meets ASTM D7759, D6938 and AASHTO T 310
✓ Check your gauge accuracy and repeatability
✓ NIST Traceable
✓ Reduce nuclear gauge calibration costs
✓ Resolve field disputes in gauge readings
✓ Reduce between gauge variations

For more information call: 919.875.8371
email: sales@instrotek.com visit: InstroTek.com
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